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“Without revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary movement.” Lenin, What Is To Be Done

frederiCk engelS advanCeS dialeCtiCS
During four decades Frederick Engels worked
closely with Karl Marx in organizing the communist movement and developing communist
theory. They created a kind of division of labor
in their writing. Engels wrote about military matters and natural science, Marx wrote on economics, and they both wrote about politics and
history.
Engels also worked on popularizing and defending dialectics. In private, Engels was quite
critical of Marx’s sometimes very difficult presentation of dialectical ideas in Capital. He wrote
that a reader who hasn’t been to college “will certainly not be pleased to torture himself” in order
to understand what Marx wrote there about the
contradiction between the use of a commodity
and what it costs.
Engels wrote several articles and books that
tried to make dialectics clearer, and he also made
genuine contributions to the theory of dialectics.
We will discuss some of his main ideas in this
column and the next.
Dialectical Versus Metaphysical Thinking
Engels used the term “metaphysical” to describe anti-dialectical thinking. This is not the
only way to use that term in communist philosophy.
Metaphysics can also describe questions about
the basic make up of the universe, so that idealism and materialism are fundamentally opposed
views in metaphysics. As Engels used the term,
however, metaphysics means a kind of rigid
thinking that denies the interconnection of opposites.
Opposites like the working class and the capitalist class don’t have a strict dividing line. Some
people, like movie stars or elite professional athletes, don’t fit neatly in either category. Some
workers go into business and some capitalists go
bankrupt and have to get a job.
Engels said that this is typical of opposites, that
they don’t have rigid divisions but each side
crosses any dividing line and penetrates into the
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other and the relationships of the two sides
change over time. This kind of relationship is
called “interpenetration” of opposites. Denying
interpenetration is “metaphysical thinking,”
which tries to impose arbitrary categories on reality.
Engels said that “nature is the proof of dialectics” and gave many examples from natural science of metaphysical versus dialectical thinking.
Darwin’s theory of evolution, for example, overthrew the metaphysical idea of a species as an unchanging category that is sharply divided from
every other species. Scientists have been able to
discover many intermediate cases between
classes of animals, like those between giant dinosaurs and birds.
Engels also saw Darwin’s theory as an example of the relationship between the philosophical
concepts of chance and necessity. He pointed out
that the necessary process of natural selection
depends on mutations, which are chance variations in an organism’s genes. So in evolution,
chance and necessity are opposites that “interpenetrate” and depend on each other.
Contradiction and Interpenetration of
Opposites
The fact that conflicts and contradictions
cause change, which is the heart of dialectics,
is closely connected with the interpenetration
of opposites.
Engels rejected the idea that a dialectical
contradiction can simply be defined as a pair
of forces pushing or pulling in opposite directions, like a game of “tug of war.” This definition is wrong because it leaves out the
connection between contradictory sides,
where each side partly determines what the
other side is.
For example, imperialist powers planning
for war have to match the weapons systems of
their opponents. Some members of the working class take on characteristics of the capitalist class, like selfishness, greed, and
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statue of karl marx, left, and frederick
engels in a berlin park

CRITICISM AND SUGGESTIONS

Sharing
experiences of
communist work
ICWP comrades from different countries
met for three days of political work at an
annual meeting. Youth, farm workers, teachers, and industrial workers shared experiences of communist work in each of their
work place collectives. They participated
in workshops with great friendship, joy, enthusiasm, and discipline. They strengthened bonds of comradeship in the
moments of rest.
The workshops introduced the line of
the party and related it to education. We
discussed several topics: building a communist system and an educational system
based on equality and combining practical
and theoretical work; making a new altruistic
human being, supportive and willing to work to
strengthen and spread the revolution worldwide; food and its distribution worldwide; military and industrial work; and improving both
qualitatively and quantitatively our communist
newspaper Red Flag.
We also talked about how the party structure
links friends and members of the party. This generated a very productive discussion with con-

racism.
Engels considered the interpenetration of opposites to be a law of dialectics. In the next column we will see what he meant by calling this a
law and discuss two more of Engels’ laws.
Clarification of the last column: In our last
issue we reviewed some of Marx’s ideas about
how real contradictions develop, that is, head toward resolution. Development typically involves
a contradiction’s becoming more clearly defined
and more obvious. It also involves a more intense
struggle between the two sides of the contradiction and changes in the motion that the contradiction causes.
The column described development as becoming sharper, more clearly defined and more obvious, rather than making it clear that it is the
contradiction that becomes sharper, more obvious, etc. during its development.

tributions about the way that clubs function to
help friends of the party and Red Flag readers
decide to join ICWP, carry out communist work,
and make a lifelong commitment to the working
class.
A draft pamphlet on education interested a
young student who will enter the university,
other comrades who are already there or who
are enrolled in technical studies, as well as teachers. Even though it is still being developed,

the pamphlet is sparking discussion in
ICWP collectives about how capitalism teaches us as a part of the industrial process,
separates schools from reality.
The work in industry and the military continues to be crucial. We must support the
men and women workers who daily face the
strongest attacks of the capitalist system. At
the same time, we must not neglect the
work of other members of the working class,
including farm workers and students and
spread our ideas wherever we are.
We appreciate Red Flag’s progress when
observing that since the first edition, the
contributions of many comrades and friends
have improved the paper, from the layout, to
the content of the articles, to the cultural
area, and articles from both youth and
adults.
In addition to the commitment to make the
paper more attractive for the reader, we need
to take it to more workers and strengthen the
communist line in each article, which is the
main thing. This was discussed in the last
workshop in which comrades gave their criticisms, self-criticisms and commitments to improve and take Red Flag to more workers.
Onward to Victory!
Win or Die for Communist Revolution!

